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1 Introduction

Liquid 4He is the prime example of a strongly correlated quantum many body system. It is used
as a model to study interacting particles in condensed matter physics. The 4He phonon-maxon-
roton collective mode has been intensively investigated. Because of experimental limitations, the
excitations above this mode (at higher energy) were never accurately measured. Stimulated by a
break-through in dynamic many-body theory and thanks to the recent improvements of the time
of flight spectrometer IN5 at the ILL, the dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω) of superfluid 4He was
recently measured at saturated vapor pressure and up to the solidification pressure. Data reduction
and multiple scattering simulations were performed. In this report, I will present the calculation of
the multiple scattering using McStas and I will show a problem found in this program.

2 Input S(Q,ω)

The dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω) of superfluid 4He can be written

S(Q,ω) = ZQδ(ω − ωQ) + Sm(Q,ω), (1)

where ZQ and ωQ are the weight and the energy of the single excitations, respectively. Sm(Q,ω) is the
intensity of the multi-excitations. We are interested by this multi-excitation region, whose intensity
is of the same order of magnitude as the multiple scattering, which is an experimental artifact. It is
therefore necessary to calculate the multiple scattering and to subtract it. For this purpose, I tested
McStas. We chose to use as input in McStas only the single excitation part, the phonon-maxon-
roton curve convoluted with the instrumental resolution in Q and ω [see Figure 3 (a)], because it
corresponds to 99 % of the total intensity and gives almost all the intensity of the multiple scattering.

3 Input parameters

The main input parameters are written in the table below.
λ σcoh Cell radius Cell heigth Temperature

4.8 Å 1.34 b 0.0075 m 0.01 m 100 mK

4 Template example

I present here a template example used for McStas, which is based on the “templateTOF” and uses
the component “IsotropicSqw”. This template describes the instrument (source, sample, detectors)
and the different variables.
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DEFINE INSTRUMENT templateTOF( 
lambda=4.8, dlambda=0.005, dt=6.4e-6, 
string coh="Superfluid4He.sqw", thickness=0, yheight=0.01, radius=0.0075, 
container=NULL) 
 
DECLARE 
%{ 
 double vi; 
 char flag_single;    /* Diffusion simple*/ 
 char flag_multi;     /* Diffusion multiple */ 
 char op[256]; 
 double dt0, E0; 
%} 
 
INITIALIZE 
%{ 
  E0 = 81.805/lambda/lambda; 
  vi=SE2V*sqrt(E0); 
  double ki=V2K*vi; 
  double t0=1.25/vi; // Temps de vol de l’échantillon au détecteur. 
  double lambda=2*PI/ki; 
  sprintf(op, "angle limits=[0 180] bins=256, energy limits=[0 7.1161] bins=474, 
banana, parallel", 0.*E0, 2*E0); 
  printf("%s: lambda=%g [Angs], k=%g [Angs-1], v=%g [m/s], E=%g [meV]. Time=[%g %g 
%g]\n", NAME_CURRENT_COMP, lambda,ki,vi, E0, t0*.75, t0, t0*1.5); 
  printf("%s: sample is %s, with %s%s geometry.\n", NAME_CURRENT_COMP, coh, 
thickness ? "hollow " : "", yheight ? "cylindrical" : "spherical"); 
  dt0=dt; 
%} 
 
TRACE 
 
COMPONENT a1=Progress_bar(percent=5) 
  AT (0,0,0) ABSOLUTE 
EXTEND 
%{ 
 flag_single=flag_multi=0; 
%} 
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/* Source */ 
 
COMPONENT csource=Source_gen( 
dist=2.88, focus_xw=2*radius, focus_yh=yheight, lambda0=lambda, dlambda=dlambda,  
yheight= yheight,  xwidth= 2*radius, verbose=1) 
  AT (0, 0, 0) RELATIVE a1 
 
COMPONENT SampleIn=Arm() 
  AT (0,0,2.88) RELATIVE a1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
/* Sample */ 
 
COMPONENT Sample_in=Isotropic_Sqw( 
  radius=radius, thickness=thickness, yheight=yheight, Sqw_coh=coh,        
p_interact=0.9, classical=0, verbose=2) 
  AT (0, 0, 0) RELATIVE SampleIn 
EXTEND 
%{ 
  if      (SCATTERED == 1) flag_single=(VarSqw.type == 'c' ? 1 : 2); 
  else if (SCATTERED >  1) flag_multi =(VarSqw.type == 'c' ? 1 : 2); 
  else                     flag_multi =flag_single=0; 
  t = randtriangle()*2*dt0;  
%} 
 
COMPONENT SampleOut = Arm() 
  AT (0, 0, 0) RELATIVE SampleIn 
 
 
/* Detectors */ 
 
COMPONENT M_total=Monitor_nD( 
 xwidth=2*4, yheight=3, restore_neutron=1, options=op, filename="M_total.dat",) 
  WHEN (flag_single || flag_multi) 
  AT (0,0,0) RELATIVE SampleOut 
 
COMPONENT M_single_coh=Monitor_nD( 
 xwidth=2*4, yheight=3, restore_neutron=1, options=op, filename="M_singlecoh.dat",) 
  WHEN (flag_single == 1) 
  AT (0,0,0) RELATIVE SampleOut 
 
COMPONENT M_multi=Monitor_nD( 
 xwidth=2*4, yheight=3, restore_neutron=1, options=op, filename="M_multi.dat",)  
  WHEN (flag_multi) 
  AT (0,0,0) RELATIVE SampleOut 
 
END!
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5 McStas output

5.1 Debye-Scherrer cone correction

To begin, I tried first to enter a simple model with an elastic incoherent sample, and there was
a problem in the output. We found that it was due to the intensity integration over the Debye-
Scherrer cones. To correct this issue, I integrated the intensity over the energies [see Figure 1] and
I renormalized the data by dividing for each energy this integrated intensity. The McStas output
before and after the normalisation is represented in Figure 2. This renormalisation will be applied
also for helium.
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Figure 1: Intensity integrated over the energies versus the scattering angle.
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Figure 2: Calculated S(Q,ω) by McStas before and after the Debye-Scherrer cone correction.
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5.2 Results with helium as input

The McStas results with the phonon-maxon-roton curve used as input is represented in Figure 3
(b), after division by the curve in Figure 1. What we can see first is that there is a problem of too
high intensity in the single excitation S(Q,ω) spectrum calculated by McStas, in particular in the
low Q phonon region but also at the highest Q-values. This problem was not encountered using a
dispersionless excitation at a finite energy, after the correction described above, so we believe it is
related to the dispersion of the phonon-roton excitation. There seems to be also a problem concerning
the ratio of the multiple scattering intensity over the total intensity that is of the order of 4%, which
is about twice the ratio obtained by a calculation from the semi-analytical method of Sears [1], and
by MScat [2, 3].
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(a) McStas input

(b) McStas output

Figure 3: (a) The phonon-maxon-roton curve, used as input to the McStas program. (b) Calculated
S(Q,ω) by McStas showing the contributions from single scattering (left) and multiple scattering
(right). The dashed black lines represent kinematic range for a wavelength of λ = 4.8 Å. Data in
the McStas output are not well normalized so I normalized them to the intensity at the roton wave
vector of Cowley and Woods [4].
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